TEN YEARS AFTER IT OPENED TO GREAT ACCLAIM THE ICONIC HOTEL SEVEN,
KNOWN FOR ITS SEVEN THEMED SUITES (JAMES BOND, MARIE-ANTOINETTE ETC.),
IS BEING REVAMPED UNDER THE GUIDANCE OF THE ELEGANCIA HOTEL COLLECTION.
A REDESIGN THAT BREATHES NEW ENERGY WHILST MAINTAINING THE HOTEL’S
ROMANTIC GLAMOUR STYLE AND CONFIDENTIAL NATURE.
Nestled in the heart of the Latin Quarter, just a stone’s throw from the iconic rue Mouffetard, Seven is a
Parisian hotel right off the beaten track.
This enchanting retreat, hidden behind an elegant Haussmann façade, is talked of quietly between friends.
A discreet and attentive hotel designed for romantic interludes to stimulate the mind, body and spirit.
Guests entering the lobby will be stunned by its uniquely poetic decor: a plant-filled entrance shows off a
pop-art neon light – the hotel’s signature detail repeated throughout its interior – a majestic floral canopy
provides an immediate cocoon effect, while a striking, custom-made fluted wood unit sets off the lobby.
To one side, an arty reception area, to the other, a living room with a vast bookshelf running along one
wall, making visitors feel like guests of an aesthete, surrounded by a selection of artwork and books.
Seated on the sofa or in a comfortable armchair, guests can relish the peaceful atmosphere, peruse an art
catalogue or enjoy an evening drink overlooking the patio garden.

When it comes to the hotel’s suites, the number 7 is the central theme weaving its way through this new
experience, promising precious moments in time. Seven theme-based journeys in each of the hotel’s seven
suites, some of which look out over the rooftops of Paris.

7 SUITES, 7 STORIES, 7 UNIQUE EXPERIENCES INVITING YOU ON A VOYAGE OF
ABANDON.
7TH SIN - SUITE N°006

With its huge round bed, bar area and spa terrace overlooking trees,
this unique 50-sq. m suite is an ode to sensuality, the ideal backdrop
to seduction. The rattan furniture flirts with velvet furnishings while a
selection of Helmut Newton prints call to mind the glamour of the
1970s.

7TH ART - SUITE N°106

Designed like a film set, this 38-sq. m suite is a tribute to cinema.
Create your own limelight or watch a classic on the big screen. A
custom-made headboard with a multitude of lightbulbs is the perfect
setting for your own film, shot under the spotlights.

7TH WORLD - SUITE N°206

This 38-sq. m suite offers a journey into the imagination. A setting
through which to escape from our space-time and play Robinson
Crusoe: travel trunks, wildlife prints and palm trees are combined
cleverly in this chic oasis atmosphere.

7TH CHAKRA - SUITE N°306

Head for Nirvana in this 38-sq. m suite steeped in spirituality. A
haven for a mythical experience to stimulate your imagination. With a
magnificent rainbow headboard and giant floor cushions, this suite
promises moments of inner calm.

7TH DAY - SUITE N°406

Eternal escapist or one-time daydreamer, this haven of tranquillity
and harmony offers peace and quiet. You can bask in the poetic
décor of this 38-sq. m suite where the pared-down effect is in
keeping with the pale pink to blue shaded walls that conjure the
sunrise.

7TH HEAVEN - SUITE N°506

With its starry canopy, this 38-sq. m suite is an invitation to elevation.
With your head in the clouds, bask in the warm and gentle
atmosphere of this cocoon of terracotta shades and seventies-style
curved and sensual fittings. A king-size bed and double bathroom put
the finishing touches to this cosy interlude.

7TH NOTE - SUITE N°606

Let yourselves go as you listen to a vinyl record from the comfortable
vintage sofa in this 28-sq. m music lovers’ suite. Guests are
transported into a bachelor pad where musician and muse find
inspiration at the piano, under the gaze of Prince, David Bowie and
Jane Birkin who all play walk-on roles.

7TH DAY SUITE

7TH HEAVEN SUITE

7TH SIN SUITE

Across the hotel’s six floors, 28 rooms (of between 15 and 20 sq. metres) with glamour décor in
shades of yellow, blue, and terracotta, complete with pop-art neon headboards, offer the
finishing touches to this unique hotel experience. Some rooms have their own balcony, where
guests can take breakfast, while others, under the eaves on the sixth floor, provide rooftop views
across Paris.
Among the hotel’s other features are its Wellness Chapel, located in the basement and offering
couples’ massages for a relaxing romantic experience, and its lobby boutique with a selection of
arty objects.
This unique experience is a private affair as Hotel Seven will open only to hotel guests, ensuring
this Parisian pied-à-terre retains all its confidentiality.

OPENING ON SEPTEMBER 2ND, 2021

Prices from €149 a room and €249 a suite.
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ABOUT ELEGANCIA
EElegancia specialises in designing and
managing hotels in Paris.
The company currently has 20 hotels and
continues to grow, always guided by the
same passion: to create contemporary
hotels and living spaces. For Elegancia, the
hotel business is an art: the art of hosting,
the art of attention to detail, the art of
designing spaces with the user in mind,
the art of bringing life and spirit to each
place.

The Group’s other hotels: Chouchou Hotel,
Grandes Écoles, BOB Hotel, Snob Hotel, OFF
Paris Seine, Le Petit Paris, Hotel La Comtesse,
Handsome Hotel, Hotel Exquis, Hotel La
Parizienne, Hotel Crayon Rouge, Hotel
Odyssey, Legend Hotel, Hotel Felicien, Hotel
Crayon, Hotel Villathena, 7 Eiffel Hotel, Hotel
Comete Paris
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